Founded in 1882, the company is situated at Laujuzan amongst vineyards and oak trees in the heart of the Bas Armagnac
area, where the best Armagnac is produced. The wines distilled by Samalens are exclusively selected from the best soils of the
Bas Armagnac region, particularly from the small area known as Grand Bas Armagnac.

List:

VSOP, 12pk

$624.95

Sale:

$499.96

A blend of old Bas-Armagnac wines that is light, delicate, and smooth. Aged in traditional barrels
made with black Gascony oak, it has a very fruity and fine bouquet with a touch of vanilla and
red fruits. Amber in color with pulpy, round, and balanced flavors.

Napoleon, 12pk

$849.95

$679.96

An old Bas Armagnac, round, pleasant and well balanced. Slightly amber in color with a fruity
bouquet of peach, apricot, and quince. Pleasant, fine, and elegant on the palate with a blend of
fruity flavors and tannins.

XO, 12pk

$1129.95

$903.96

Fine, smooth and elegant, this Bas Armagnac perfectly represents the EXTRA OLD (XO) type.
Slightly amber in color, with aromas of fresh grapes. Very round and perfectly balanced with
delicate flavors of honey and plums. A Bas Armagnac to enjoy for any special occasion.

Single 8yr, 6pk

$389.95

$311.96

Dry with remarkably rich floral aromas. Maximum finesse and complexity with bouquets of
incomparable richness.

Single 12yr, 6pk

$499.95

$399.96

Fine, smooth, elegant, and inviting. Slightly amber in color with aromas of pulpy fruit and fresh
grapes. Delicate flavors of honey and plum. A very round and perfectly balanced Bas Armagnac.

Single 15yr, 6pk

$669.95

$535.96

Powerful yet smooth, fruity yet mature, it unites the irreconcilable. Slightly amber in color with
ruby and golden reflections. Subtle perfumes of licorice mix with those of peach blossom and
tobacco. Flavors of candied fruit and tannins. Much body and roundness, but also pleasantly
soft. Remarkably long persistence in the mouth and in the glass.
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